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Time Salvager: a fast-paced time travel adventure from Wesley Chu, the award-winning author of The Lives
of Tao.

Convicted criminal
James Griffin-Mars is no one's hero. In his time, Earth is a toxic, abandoned world and humans have fled
into the outer solar system to survive, eking out a fragile, doomed existence among the other planets and
their moons. Those responsible for delaying humanity's demise believe time travel holds the key, and they
have identified James, troubled though he is, as one of a select and expendable few ideally suited for the
most dangerous job in history.

James is a chronman, undertaking missions into Earth's past to recover resources and treasure without
altering the timeline. The laws governing use of time travel are absolute; break any one of them and, one way
or another, your life is over. Most chronmen never reach old age; the stress of each jump through
time, compounded by the risk to themselves and to the future, means that many chronmen rapidly reach their
breaking point, and James Griffin-Mars is nearing his.

On a final mission that is to secure his retirement, James meets Elise Kim, an intriguing scientist from a
previous century, who is fated to die during the destruction of an oceanic rig. Against his training and his
common sense, and in violation of the chronmen's highest law, James brings Elise back to the future with
him, saving her life, but turning them both into fugitives. Remaining free means losing themselves in
the wild and poisonous wastes of Earth, somehow finding allies, and perhaps discovering what hope may yet
remain for humanity's home world.
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From reader reviews:

Angela Powers:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until finally adult are different content. We all know that
that book is very important for people. The book Time Salvager was making you to know about other
knowledge and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The
reserve Time Salvager is not only giving you considerably more new information but also being your friend
when you experience bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your publication. Try to make
relationship while using book Time Salvager. You never feel lose out for everything in case you read some
books.

Fern Rodriquez:

The publication untitled Time Salvager is the guide that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the e-book content that will be shown to you actually. The language that writer use to explained
their ideas are easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, and so the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Time
Salvager from the publisher to make you a lot more enjoy free time.

Athena Thornton:

Playing with family inside a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try point that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Time Salvager, it is possible
to enjoy both. It is great combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh
can occur its mind hangout people. What? Still don't obtain it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Regina Schubert:

Is it anyone who having spare time subsequently spend it whole day by means of watching television
programs or just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Time Salvager can be the reply, oh
how comes? A fresh book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a nerd activity. So what these publications have than the others?
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